Century Cube

Purchased from Creative Craft House 2007.
(wood, 3.1 inches)

Named because the designer's wife commented that it would take a century to solve; here are the first few steps of disassembly:
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The solution that was sold with the Century Cube:

Century Cube
6 pieces with weird shapes fit together in a sequential pattern that is astoundingly hard to find. We call it the Century Cube as when my wife saw it she said “that will take 100 years to solve!”
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Century Cube
To Take Apart:
move block 5 up
block 4 push back
block 2 pull out to left
block 1 slide back
block 3 pull down
block 6 will now come out
Puzzle will now fall apart
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Step 1:
Place piece 2 on piece 1 as shown

Step 2:
Position piece 3 as shown

Step 3:
Postion piece 4 as shown

Step 4:
Place pc 5 in the slot and move forward as shown

Step 5:
Position pc 6 as shown

To finish the assembly:
After following the pictures to place the pieces:
block 3 will pull up
block 1 slide forward
block 2 push in to the right
block 4 push forward
block 5 push down
Done!
A tough puzzle indeed!
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Photo shows relative placement of pieces
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